Happier plant
snapping

The colours of this water lily pop because it has been shot on an overcast day – and with little or no shadow, you can shoot directly
overhead to make it the star of your picture.

If one of your resolutions for this year is to
improve your plant photography, pro shooter
CHRISTOPHER LAURENZ has some top tips
for you
PHOTOGRAPHS: CHRISTOPHER LAURENZ
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BETTER PLANT PIX

FASHION, MODELS AND
LUXURY HOTELS make up
much of my daily photography
work, with some gritty, hard-news
images thrown in as well. All these
shoots have one thing in common
– delivering the highest quality to
the client’s brief, even if that includes
photoshopping a faint crease out of
a pillowcase.
To recharge, I escape to the
bushveld and shoot all the images I
want, the way I want. That freedom
to experiment makes everyone a
better photographer.
My tips can work whether you
want to take your photographs with
a smartphone or with the pro and
enthusiast’s gold standard, a single lens
reflex camera (SLR). You can pay as
much or as little as you like for a digital
SLR and the new mirrorless cameras
often come with interchangeable
lenses, giving you a version of an SLR
in a very portable package.
Of course, with digital cameras, you
no longer have to count the cost of film
so you can take as many variations as
you like. But they must be variations.
You will learn very slowly if you
are simply taking exactly the same
image every time. Instead, change
the angle, change the focus and
depth of field, change the subject.

A mix of textures and colours invites the
eye to roam around your picture – either
quietly with the subtle colouration
of the fern and blossom photographs
or more dramatically in the contrasts
of flowers, berries and leaves of the
waterberry tree.
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Above: Make your landscapes more
dramatic by choosing a close point
of interest as your focus and keeping
the depth of field shallow.
Left: Give a familiar
mesembryanthemum fresh impact
by placing it slightly off-centre.

DOWN & DIRTY
Be prepared to lie flat in the dust and
mud if that gives you the best angle for
your shot. Get down on a level with
the flowers you are shooting so you
can come in close and tight with your
camera. Shooting low and upwards at a
plant will frame it against the sky, giving
you fantastic impact.
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Throw out the rulebook that says
you should shoot only in the ‘golden
hour’ after dawn and before dusk. If
you are on a roadtrip, you probably will
not have the luxury of being in every
place where you want to shoot at the
‘golden hour’.
There is no best time for shooting
but you can create your best time by
moving round a plant and experimenting
with the angle of your light and your
camera. This simple technique also
saves you from carrying flash or
reflectors to add stronger light to
sections of the shot.

KNOW THE BIG 3

Avoid simply taking the easy way
out and standing over each plant
to shoot it. You will rarely get the
best from your subject this way and
your pictures will all have a boring
sameness to them – remember you
are not shooting for a catalogue.
Taking a few moments to
experiment with angles is an
investment that will pay off. This
will help you decide what you
want to capture. If the flower pops
against its background, you can
accommodate more context to
show the kind of terrain where it
grows. If the flower is spotted, you
need to go in close to break the
camouflage effect. Similarly, if a
flower is very discreet, you are likely
to need to be close up so that it
stands out from its background.

There are three main variables that you
play with in photography:
1. Lighting
Never be frightened of light. We
are taught to keep the sun behind
us but all too often that flattens
the subject and makes your picture
boring. You can avoid this with an
SLR by using your aperture settings.
But that is still doing it the safe
way. Instead, experiment with
shooting into the sun. You will get
a much more three-dimensional
portrait of the plant that will
highlight the flower’s veins or the
plant’s roots. Or try the sun to one
side of you.
2. Point of focus
Generally, you need to focus
on the most intricate part of what
you are shooting – the veins in a
leaf or petal or the centre of the
flowerhead. Or you might want
your shot to tell a story about
interactions with plants, so you
would focus on the insect at the tip
of a leaf or the eye or whiskers of
the animal that is browsing on the
plant.
Plants are mainly static, which
helps with focus but you might
want to capture motion blur. To
do this, you would usually focus
on and track your main subject
– say, leaves floating through
the air – which would mean that
your background would be more
blurred.
3. Depth of field
This term simply refers to how
much of the shot is in focus. You
can use this as an element of the
composition to lead the person

looking at your shot into the
photograph and highlighting the
detail you want them to see. On a
smartphone, you can add this with
a bokeh effect but the blur is much
cruder than the subtle effect you
achieve with an SLR.
Shallow depth of field means
that only objects close to the
camera are in sharp focus and the
background is blurred – this helps
an interesting detail stand out from
a busy background. Deep depth
of field works well for landscapes,
for instance, giving a wide range of
clarity. But you cannot achieve a
picture where everything is sharp
– and anyway it would look very
unnatural.
Enjoy your plant photography – and
reward yourself with an SLR and a
macro lens as soon as you can!
Christopher Laurenz is a Durbanbased professional photographer
(chris@laurenz.co.za). He was
interviewed by Patricia McCracken.

PAYBACK TIME
For all of us, as the saying
goes, the more we practise,
the better we get. But look for
these pointers when you are
reviewing your photographs
and the practice time you have
invested will pay you back with
improving success:
• Think about why a particular
version of an image appeals to
you and another one looks like
a mess – this will sharpen your
skills for your next shoot.
• If you need to clean up your
pictures a lot on your editing
programme after your shoot,
that is a signal to you that you
needed a different angle.
• Avoid cropping your
photographs routinely – you
will lose quality in the images.
The guideline is always to get
it right in the viewfinder before
you shoot.
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